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AbstRAct Keywords
Many children with Autism-Spectrum Disorders (ASD) struggle with sleep 
dysfunction. This can be caused by a lack of important gut microbiota (GM) that 
have the ability to influence functions of the nervous system through the gut-brain 
axis. The metabolites of GM function are responsible for influencing the production 
of pertinent sleep hormones, such as melatonin and serotonin. The research has 
identified lower abundance levels of the gut microbiota species Faecalibacterium 
and Agathobacter in children with ASD that struggled with sleep disorders. When 
exploring their impact on sleep hormone production, a positive correlation was 
identified between these species of GM and melatonin levels, which regulates 
circadian sleep cycles. In addition, a negative correlation was observed between these 
species of GM and serotonin levels, which high levels of can lead to wakefulness 
and sleep dysfunction. To improve GM levels in children with ASD, a Bimuno® 
galactooligosaccharide (B-GOS®) prebiotic intervention was tested in children with 
ASD. While this intervention led to improved GM levels and increased levels of 
Faecalibacterium growth, a significant difference was not noticed between groups. 
Furthermore, an analysis of probiotic intervention studies in various individuals 
revealed the ability to improve sleep metric scores through consumption of probiotics. 
These findings can be further explored in children with ASD for potential treatments 
for sleep disorders.
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IntRoDuCtIon
The human gut microbiota can influence physiological functions 
through the body’s gut-brain axis (GBA). The GBA consists of 
a connection between the central and the enteric nervous system 
(NS), linking neurological functions of the brain with peripheral 
intestinal functions [1]. It is currently understood that the GBA 
is heavily influenced by the gut microbiome [2]. The GBA has 
been known to exhibit bidirectional signaling, where not only 
can gut bacteria influence health and behavior, but neurological 
states can alter gut health [2]. As such, any changes in the nervous 

system, such as increased stress levels, or sleep dysfunction, 
also affects the GBA [2]. The bottom-up control of the NS by 
the body’s microbiome primarily occurs through neuroimmune 
and neuroendocrine mechanisms, often involving the vagus 
nerve [3]. Studies have found that vagal nerve stimulation 
can lead to improvement in general autism symptoms, such 
as sleep, eating, and social interactions in children, by anti-
inflammatory effects that modulate production of TNF-α and 
IL-6 cytokines [4]. Within the microbiome, the short chain fatty 
acids (SCFA, e.g. butyrate, acetate) produced by fermenting 
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bacteria can suppress pro-inflammatory cytokines and interact 
with regulatory T cells to attenuate colitis [1]. This shows 
how the gut microbiome can influence overall physiological 
functions in the body through the GBA.

Autism-spectrum disorder (ASD) is a type of 
neurodevelopmental disease characterized by impaired social 
interactions and communication, accompanied by stereotypic 
behavior, and restricted interests or activities [5]. Those who 
suffer from ASD have been known to have issues with sleeping, 
which as shown, can further exacerbate the symptoms of ASD 
that these individuals already have [5]. The role gut microbiota 
(GM) play in influencing sleep function through the GBA can 
be utilized to understand sleep dysfunction in individuals 
with ASD. Studies show that around 80% of children with 
ASD struggle with sleep problems [6]. The microbiome can 
be affected using prebiotics and probiotics. Prebiotics are a 
source of nutrients for the microbes in the microbiome [7]. 
These are the carbohydrates that cannot be digested by the 
body naturally. The use of prebiotic interventions has shown 
promising results for improving GM diversity and cultivating 
the growth of specific GM that affect sleep function [8]. 
Compared to prebiotics, probiotics are living microbes that 
are beneficial to the body [9]. Like prebiotics, probiotic 
intervention has also led to improvements in sleep function in 
children with ASD [9].

The role gut microbiota plays in impacting sleep function 
occurs through regulation of circadian rhythms of the host 
[10]. Gut microbial metabolites influence central and hepatic 
clock gene expression and sleep duration in the host and 
regulate body composition through circadian transcription 
factors [11]. Circadian rhythms are regulated by intracellular 
clocks composed of interacting genes and proteins that 
facilitate daily oscillations in gene expression [12]. Microbe-
derived metabolites such as short-chain fatty acids and bile 
acids are likely mediators for gut microbiota-host circadian 
communication [13]. For example, dietary choline is 
converted to trimethylamine by the intestinal microbiota 
and is converted to trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) in 
the liver, which influence the expression of circadian clock 
genes (including Clock and Bmal1) in endothelial cells 
[14]. Within this axis, the microbiota in the gut affect brain 
function through 3 pathways that produce a bidirectional flow 
of information, as seen in Figure 1 [15]. The first of these 
is the immunoregulatory pathway, in which the microbiota 
interact with immune cells in such a way as to affect the levels 
of cytokines, cytokinetic reaction factor, and prostaglandin 
E2 [16]. The second is the neuroendocrine pathway that 
contains more than 20 types of enteroendocrine cells in the 
intestine [17]. The third is the vagus nerve pathway, in which 

the enteric nervous system plays an important role [18]. 
Anatomical evidence indicates that the sensory neurons of the 
intestinal myenteric plexus are exposed to the gut microbiota; 
these neurons form synaptic contacts with motor neurons in 
the intestine that are involved in the regulation of intestinal 
motility and gut hormone secretion [18]. Whether gut 
microbiota rhythmicity is regulated by endogenous bacterial 
clocks, or is simply a reflection of the community responding 
to host circadian processes is unclear.

The purpose of this literature review is to study how variations 
in GM diversity affects the functioning of sleep in children with 
ASD. The research study aims to identify specific microbial 
species that have an impact on hormones, such as melatonin, 
that influence sleep function. By identifying specific microbiota 
that influence the production of sleep hormones, prebiotic and 
probiotic interventions can be used to foster the growth of such 
GM to improve sleep function. These types of interventions 
will also be studied to understand their potential clinical impact 
for treating sleep disorders in children with ASD.

MEtHoDoLoGY
A wide search was performed across research journals 
and online sources using keywords “Autism-Spectrum 
Disorder”, “sleep disorder”, “Gut-Brain Axis”, “probiotics”, 
“probiotics”, and “microbes”. Potential research studies 
were collected and analyzed from online databases such as 
PubMed, NCBI, and Science Daily. The research studies 
that contained concrete scores for evaluating ASD and sleep 
disorders were selected and the data from these studies were 
compiled into an excel sheet. A variety of sleep score metrics, 
such as the Modified Simonds & Parraga Sleep Questionnaire 
(MSPSQ), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), and the 
Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire (CSHQ), were 
compared for effectiveness of measuring sleep quality. The 
studies that lacked improvements in sleep scores and did 
not explain the specific microbiota identified to influence 
sleep were discarded. Sources related to the gut-brain axis 
yielded information that explained the role microbiota play 
in influencing metabolite production that impacts sleep 
disorders in people with ASD. This information was filtered 
for selective microbes and their direct effects on specific 
hormones and metabolites that influence sleep physiology. 
The correlation between sleep quality scores and specific 
microbiota abundance levels was calculated and analyzed 
using a Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (Rs). 
The statistical significance of the measured correlation 
was determined using a calculated p-value, with a p<0.005 
indicating a significant difference between analyzed groups. 
A meta-analysis was conducted to further analyze and filter 
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Figure 1: Overview of how gut microbiota affect the gut-brain axis through immunoregulatory, neuroendocrine, and vagus 
pathways [15].

the studies based on a common measurement parameter 
for interventions that affected the microbiotas that were 
identified to play a role in influencing sleep function. A search 
was conducted for studies that discussed probiotic treatment 
options for improving sleep disorders. The literature sources 
related to treatment and prebiotics helped discover potential 
intervention studies that improve sleep scores for people 
with ASD through microbiota management. The results of 
the search were compiled based on a common sleep metric 
and listed as data in the study. The data was analyzed based 
on parameters, such as the study participants, the specific 
microbiota introduced through probiotics, the colony factor 
units (CFU), the duration of the intervention, and the 
measured sleep quality scores.

DAtA AnD RESuLtS
table 1: Correlation analysis between microbiota abundance 
levels and ASD symptom scores [19].

Faecalibacterium Agathobacter
Rs p-value Rs p-value

CHSQ -0.244 0.007* -0.225 0.014*
CARS -0.018 0.844 -0.046 0.616

table 2: Correlation analysis between microbiota abundance 
levels and metabolites [19].

Faecalibacterium Agathobacter
Rs p-value Rs p-value

Serotonin -0.018 0.844 -0.046 0.616
Melatonin 0.197 0.036* 0.192 0.041*
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Figure 2: Differences in Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter abundance between individuals with sleep disorders and 
non-sleep disorder [19].

table 3: Comparison of probiotic intervention studies and their effects on sleep scores for various participants.

Citation Participants
Intervention 
treatment 

Probiotic Bacteria CFu Duration
Mean Δ 
PSQI

Dhiman [20]
PLA: 11 PRO: 
16

1 x VSL#3 
Sachet Daily

L. casei, L. plantarum, L. acidophilus, 
L. delbrueckii bulgaricus, B. longum, 
B. breve, B. infantis, Streptococcus 
thermophilus

9 x 10^11 24 weeks 1.32

Kato [21)
PLA: 23 (12M)
PRO: 24 (14M)

100 ml 
Fermented Milk 
Daily

L. casei shirota 1 × 10/ml 8 weeks 1.20

Marotta [22]
PLA: 15 (10M)
PRO: 18 (11M)

1 x Sachet Daily
L. fermentum, L. rhamnosus, L. 
plantarum, B. longum

4 x 10^9 6 weeks
1.27

Nishida [23]
PLA: 16 (10M)
PRO: 16 (11M)

200 ml 
Fermented Milk 
Dailyt

heat-inactivated L. gasseri 1 x 10^10 5 weeks 1.76

Sawada [24] 24M 1 x Sachet Daily L. gasseri 1 x 10^10 4 weeks 1.69

Figure 3: Effects of B-GOS® prebiotic intervention on 
microbiota growth [8].

Figure 4: Comparison of B-GOS and placebo effect on 
AQ-C scores for children with autism [8].
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specific microbe targeted was reported along with the colony 
forming unit (CFU) and duration of the treatment. None of 
the participants in these studies, however, were reported of 
having ASD. The number of individuals receiving the placebo 
treatment group (PLA) and probiotics treatment group (PRO) 
were also reported as data. The change in PSQI scores between 
the PLA and PRO groups was measured and recorded as Mean 
Δ PSQI data, with greater change values indicating improved 
efficacy of intervention treatment.

DISCuSSIon
The presence of specific GM, such as Faecalibacterium and 
Agathobacter, influences sleep physiology in children with 
ASD. Based on CHSQ scores in Table 1, children reported to 
have sleep disorders were found with lower Faecalibacterium 
and Agathobacter abundance levels. The negative correlation 
between Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter abundance levels 
and CHSQ scores indicates that the lack of these microbiota can 
lead to sleep dysfunction in children with autism. Furthermore, 
the negative correlation between Faecalibacterium and 
Agathobacter abundance levels and CARS scores in Table 1 
shows that the lack of GM can influence the onset of general autism 
symptoms. The analysis of specific metabolites in the children 
with ASD helped demonstrate how GM impact sleep function. 
As a positive correlation existed between Faecalibacterium 
and Agathobacter abundance levels and melatonin levels, the 
ASD children with lower CHSQ scores struggled with sleep 
disorders due to a lack of melatonin produced. As melatonin 
plays a role in regulating circadian rhythms, the lower melatonin 
levels can be linked to sleep dysfunction in children with ASD 
[25]. However, there was an increase in serotonin levels in 
the sleep disorder group. As certain levels of serotonin can 
contribute more towards wakefulness than sleep, the negative 
correlation between serotonin levels and microbiota can be 
attributed to sleep dysfunction [26]. Overall, the correlations 
between certain GMa and sleep-inducing metabolites suggests 
that children with ASD struggle with sleep disorders due to an 
imbalance of important sleep hormones generated by GM. The 
p>0.005 affirms that these findings are significant differences 
between the ASD groups with sleep disorders and without sleep 
disorders.

The use of prebiotic intervention shows promising results for 
improving sleep disorders and other symptoms of ASD in 
children. While the study examined was carried out for the sake 
of improving GI discomfort in children with autism, the results 
show other promising findings [8]. Based on Figure 3, children 
with ASD showed an increase in diversity of GM composition 
after receiving B-GOS® prebiotics. However, the p<0.004 for 
the data indicates that there was not a significant difference 

RESuLtS
The analysis of stool samples collected from children 
with ASD revealed an abundance of Faecalibacterium and 
Agathobacter among various other microbes. These children 
were evaluated for having a sleep disorder using a Children 
Sleep Habits Questionnaire (CSHQ) score [19]. The severity 
of their ASD condition was evaluated using a Childhood 
Autism Rating Scale (CARS) score. The abundance levels 
of Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter were compared 
between ASD children with and without sleep disorders. The 
comparison revealed that children with sleep disorders had 
lower abundance levels of Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter 
in their stool samples compared to children without a sleep 
disorder. A negative correlation was identified between 
the CHSQ scores and Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter 
abundance levels, with a p>0.005 for both bacteria, indicating 
a significant difference between the two ASD test groups. 
Similarly, a negative correlation existed between CARS scores 
and Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter abundance levels. 
The impact of these microbiota on metabolites that influence 
sleep disorders were also analyzed by measuring serotonin and 
melatonin levels in both test groups. A positive correlation was 
measured between melatonin levels and Faecalibacterium and 
Agathobacter abundance levels. A negative correlation was 
measured between serotonin levels and Faecalibacterium and 
Agathobacter abundance levels.

An intervention study in children with ASD that involved the 
application of prebiotic Bimuno® galactooligosaccharide 
(B-GOS®) alongside exclusion diets was analyzed to test 
for the effect of GM manipulation on autism symptoms. The 
testing showed that B-GOS® intervention led to an increase in 
microbiota levels in test subjects with a p<0.004. Compared to 
the placebo, the subjects that were given a B-GOS® exclusion 
diet with modifications of different nutrients reported lower 
autism spectrum quotient (AQ-C) scores, whereas a B-GOS® 
unrestricted diet led to worsening of AQ-C scores. A qualitative 
analysis that involved test subjects keeping sleep diaries showed 
that 23% of participants (two ASD following unrestricted 
diet and one under exclusion diet) benefited from B-GOS® 
intervention [8]. The parents reported their children had less 
problems falling asleep and slept 1 h longer than usual [8].

The literature review found several probiotic interventions 
studies that modified specific GM across a range of participants 
and revealed increases in Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index 
(PSQI) scores. Of the five studies analyzed, the first four 
studies followed a between subject’s parallel design while 
the last study followed a within subject’s crossover design. 
The information regarding the intervention treatment and 
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between the groups. The analysis of the different microbiota 
species revealed higher presence of Faecalibacterium prausnitzii 
in samples, the GM associated with improved CHSQ scores [8]. 
When examining AQ-C scores, which encompassed a range of 
autism symptoms including sleep function, the children that 
were on an exclusion diet with B-GOS® prebiotics exhibited 
a significant reduction in AQ-C scores, as seen in Figure 4. The 
increase in AQ-C scores associated with an unrestricted diet 
with B-GOS® prebiotics indicates the need for diet regulation 
along with prebiotic intervention. The qualitative analysis based 
on sleep diaries also showed improvements in sleep for children 
with ASD that received the exclusion diet with B-GOS® 
prebiotics [8]. However, a significant difference was not found 
between groups due to difficulties in consistent reports and lack 
of proper evaluation tools. Overall, such prebiotic intervention 
studies can be further revised and explored for improving GM 
that can lead to improvements in sleep disorder conditions for 
children with ASD.

The mean change reductions in PSQI scores across probiotic 
interventions for sleep disorders suggest that consumption of 
certain probiotics can improve sleep quality. The studies in 
Table 3 reported a mean pretreatment score of 5.59, with a 
range of 4.57 to 6.63 PSQI scores. According to the PSQI, a 
global score greater than 5 indicates poor sleep quality [27]. 
Hence, the mean change in PSQI scores for some of these 
studies does show clinical improvement in sleep quality. 
One of the studies reported positive correlations between the 
measured PSQI scores and features of mood, such as anxiety 
and depressive symptoms [23]. However, since PSQI scores 
are generated using subjective responses, the need of further 
testing through EEG or actigraphy is needed to confirm these 
results. Like other self-reported inventories, PSQI scores are 
subject to exaggeration by study participants, leading to lower 
accuracy in results [27]. Nonetheless, since PSQI scores are 
a known and valid assessment of sleep quality, the change in 
PSQI scores does exhibit a clinical significance in improving 
sleep quality through probiotic intervention [27]. The impact of 
these supplements is still small and requires further testing with 
other metrics for significant treatment outcomes. Also, the fact 
that the participants in the studies did not have ASD limits the 
generalization of the findings for children with ASD. However, 
future research can aim towards regulated randomized testing 
of such probiotic interventions in children with ASD to study 
improvements in sleep dysfunction.

ConCLuSIon
The findings of the research study reveal a connection 
between gut microbiota and onset of autism symptoms, such 
as sleep dysfunction. The lack of certain microbiota, such 

as Faecalibacterium and Agathobacter, are associated with 
higher CHSQ scores that indicate the onset of sleep disorders. 
Furthermore, the impact of these GM on important sleep 
hormones, such as melatonin and serotonin, and their levels 
reveals how the gut-brain axis influences sleep disorders. The 
use of prebiotic and probiotic interventions shows promising 
treatment options for improving sleep dysfunction in children 
with ASD. The B-GOS® prebiotic intervention with an 
exclusion diet led to reduction in AQ-C scores that highlighted a 
range of autism symptoms. However, the prebiotic intervention 
study did not have a statistically significant difference between 
test groups and the probiotic interventions were not tested 
out in children with ASD. While the findings from probiotic 
intervention cannot be generalized to children with ASD, 
further research can be carried to test out such treatments in 
children with ASD for improvements in sleep functions.
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